
TRAVSTARZ 

 

Travstarz   

Total Pax 02 pax 

Date 01 Dbl Room 

Hotels 3* / 4* Accommodations with Breakfast 

10-12 Aug(Zagreb) Hotel Central Zagreb/Similar 

12-14 Aug(Zadar) Hotel Kolovare/Similar 

14-16 Aug(Split) Hotel Split Inn/Similar 

16-17 Aug(Hvar) Senses Resort/Similar 

17-19 Aug(Dubrovnik) Aquarius/Similar 

Self Drive Self drive details 

  Suzuki Celerio//Pick up from Zagreb airport & drop at Dubrovnik airport 

 

Please Note: Kindly read the above marked by Red colour. 

  

 *We are not holding any rooms or other services for above mentioned package/offer, so rates are subject to availability at the 

time of booking. 

 

*All above tours are on SIC & all SIC Tours starts from central point located in the city centre. Also for drop off some tour may or 

may not provide drop off ( if they will provide  then drop off location will be again some city centre point). 

 

*Tourist/local/city taxes (if any) needs to be paid at the hotel directly by the client. 

 

*All services, Hotels , Sightseeing, train tickets or any other services advised should be checked by you at your end. Once we 

ahead received it is considered that you have verified at your end. 

 

*All hotels should be checked by agent and confirmed by the client. If due to any reason the client does not like hotel and wants 

to upgrade it will be at an additional cost which will have to be borne by agent. 

 



*If any cancellation or changes received after go ahead it will attract a supplement cost. 

 

*All train tickets are subject to price at the time of issuance. Price May fluctuate for train tickets, exact price to be considered at 

the time of issuance. 

 

*Please note that we consider the flight arrival time as pick-up time. The flight will be monitored for delays and the driver would 

wait for the passengers for up to 60mins from the flight arrival time, at no extra cost. 

 

For any clarification, feel free to call or write us. 

  

 


